
Melbourne Cup Trivia
Q1. Who (initially) ran 2nd in the 2019 Melbourne Cup?


Q2. Who (initially) ran 4th in the 2019 Melbourne Cup?


Q3. Who is the top weight in the 2020 Melbourne Cup?


Q4. Who (officially) was the first woman to train a Melbourne Cup winner?


Q5. Who (unofficially) was the first woman to train a Melbourne Cup winner?


Q6. How many ‘dead-heats’ have there been in Melbourne Cup history?


Q7. Which horse currently holds the record for the fastest Melbourne Cup?


Q8, When did an 8yr old last win the Melbourne Cup?


Q9. What was the name of last mare to win the Melbourne Cup?


Q10. Only 2 mares have won the Melbourne Cup in this century. Name them.


Q11. How many horses priced at 100/1 have won the Melbourne Cup?


Q12. No winner has ever started from one starting gate. Which gate?


Q13. Grey horses rarely win the Cup. What year did the last one win?


Q14. Which year did Phar Lap carried 68kgs in the Melbourne Cup?


Q15. Which horse ran three Melbourne Cup placings since 2010?


Q16, Who was the first woman jockey to ride in the Melbourne Cup? 


Q17. Which Prime Minister’s father lost his house on the Melbourne Cup?


Q18. Who was the last ‘favourite’ to win the Melbourne Cup?


Q19. On which day of the week was the first Melbourne Cup run?


Q20. What major English race did Anthony Van Dyck win in 2019? 


Find trivia answers on:  
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Melbourne Cup Trivia
(Answers)


Q1. Who (initially) ran 2nd in the 2019 Melbourne Cup?

	 	 	 	 Master Of Reality

Q2. Who (initially) ran 4th in the 2019 Melbourne Cup?

	 	 	 	 Il Paradiso

Q3. Who was the initial ‘top weight’ in the 2020 Melbourne Cup?

	 	 	 	 Anthony Van Dyck

Q4. Who (officially) was the first woman to train a Melbourne Cup winner?

	 	 	 	 Shiela Laxton 2001 - Etherial 

Q5. Who (unofficially) was the first woman to train a Melbourne Cup winner?

	 	 	 	 Granny McDonald 1938 - Catalogue

Q6. How many ‘dead-heats’ have there been in Melbourne Cup history?

	 	 	 	 Two….for 3rd places in 1933 & 1999  

Q7. Which horse currently holds the record for the fastest Melbourne Cup?

	 	 	 	 Kingston Rule 1990. 3.16.3

Q8, When did an 8yr old last win the Melbourne Cup?

	 	 	 	 Catalogue

Q9. What was the name of last mare to win the Melbourne Cup?

	 	 	 	 Makybe Diva 2005

Q10. Only 2 mares have won the Melbourne Cup in this century. Name them.

	 	 	 	 Etherial 2001.   Makybe Diva 2003/2004/2005 

Q11. The name of the last horse to win at 100/1 in the Melbourne Cup?

	 	 	 	 Prince Of Penzance 2015

Q12. No winner has ever started from one starting gate. Which gate?

	 	 	 	 Gate #18 

Q13. Grey horses rarely win the Cup. What year did the last one win?

	 	 	 	 Efficient 2007

Q14. Which year did Phar Lap carried 68kgs in the Melbourne Cup?

	 	 	 	 1931.  He ran 8th. 

Q15. Which horse ran three Melbourne Cup placings since 2010?

	 	 	 	 Red Cadeaux  2011, 2012, 2014

Q16, Who was the first woman jockey to ride in the Melbourne Cup? 

	 	 	 	 Maree Lyndon rode Argonaut in 1987 

Q17. Which Prime Minister’s father lost his house on the Melbourne Cup?

	 	 	 	 Joseph Lyons PM from 1932 - 1939

Q18. Who was the last ‘favourite’ to win the Melbourne Cup?

	 	 	 	 Makybe Diva 2005

Q19. On which day of the week was the first Melbourne Cup run in 1861?

	 	 	 	 Thursday

Q20. What major English race did Anthony Van Dyck win in 2019? 

	 	 	 	 English Derby at Epsom
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Melbourne Cup Trivia
Melbourne Cup Ideas and Promotions  

Irrespective of what time you begin to promote the Melbourne Cup at your pub, 
club, bar or private party here are some thoughts and ideas to assist. I suggest you 
involve your team members or friends in planning the ideas. 


1. Use Facebook, Twitter, Instagram, YouTube

2. Create an Instagram/Facebook ‘Cup Day Story’ at your place

3. Offer incentives (free drinks /prizes) for Social Media sharing on the day  

4. Put a countdown time on your website & Social Media to promote Cup Day

5. Contact your customer/friends database 

6. Create a VIP area with special seating for Cup Day

7. Have a competition to win seats in VIP area

8. Post Cup selections and tag friends - give prizes

9. Prizes can be relative to your business (free lunch/dinner)

10. Start promotions 10 days out from the Cup

11. Ask two Trivia questions per day on Social Media

12. Bring answers into your place - drop them into your Melb Cup 'Answers Box’ 

13. Ask the trivia questions on Cup Day

14. Answers to go into the MC Answers Box

15. Prizes for winners - Again prizes can be relative to your business

16. Find local sponsor’s to give large and small prizes on Cup Day

17. Ask you nearest movie theatre for free tickets to distribute

18. Reward your database for sending information onto their friends  

19. As there is no birdcage at the Melbourne Cup….have one in your place

20. Have a ‘virtual’ ZOOM birdcage 

21. Buy a heap of Mystery Trifecta’s for prizes on Cup Day

22. Run a Calcutta

23. Have $2, $5, $10 and $20 Sweeps  

24. Pay a celebrity to be guest host for the day 

25. Celebrity could be footballers as it is end of footy season 

26. Focus on Females: Statistics show 91 per cent of women happily spend up to 

$200 on on Melbourne Cup grooming and an additional $200 on accessories. 

27. If you need more Trivia: See Stats & Stories @ PickTheCupWinner.com.au
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